
Kinky Motion Picture Soundtrack Set For
September 21 Release
Features 5 exclusive tracks from R&B star Dawn Richard (aka “Dawn”)

STUDIO CITY, CA, USA, September 4, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Lightyear Entertainment, in
association with NuLite Media and Patriot Pictures, is set to release the soundtrack album from
the movie Kinky on September 21, 2018.

The album features 5 exclusive tracks from R&B star Dawn Richard (aka “Dawn”), who is also the
star of the movie. It also includes 3 exclusive tracks from Willie Taylor, who also appears in the
movie, and 3 exclusive tracks from hot new discovery Breazelle.

The movie Kinky will be released in the U.S. to theaters on October 12. It stars Dawn Richard as a
successful surgeon whose affair with a handsome investment counselor delves into B&D at her
behest. It was directed by Jean Claude LaMarre (Chocolate City) and produced by LaMarre and
Michael Mendelsohn.

Dawn Richard got her big break as an original member of Danity Kane, a girl-group created by
Sean “Diddy” Combs. She has since gone on to notable success as a solo artist on her own label,
Our Dawn. Kinky is her first lead role in a feature film. 

Willie Taylor was a member of the Chicago-based group Kwiet Storm, and then also joined a
Diddy group, Day 26. He starred in Making the Band 4, appeared on Love & Hip Hop: Hollywood,
and is now also a solo artist with a substantial following.

The album comprises 15 exclusive tracks, and also features 3 songs from R&B/hiphop
producer/artist Durty So Clean, and the title song Kinky, which was written for the movie and
performed by Shemida J featuring Durty So Clean.

The album will be released on all digital platforms worldwide by Caroline/Universal Music
Group.

Official Movie trailer featuring the song Maybe by Dawn Richard:
https://www.facebook.com/KinkyTheMovie/videos/225063588116485/ ;

Press inquiries: Glass Onyon PR, PH: 828-350-8158, glassonyonpr@gmail.com 

Lightyear Entertainment, a distributor of independent films and music, was founded in 1987.
www.lightyear.com ;
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